
The procedure for entry of foreigners / staff members (Crew) 

through Ben Gurion Airport :  

1. 14 days before flight to Israel  

The crewmembers must be in isolation for 14 days prior the day of flight. 

2.  48 hours before flight to Israel  

 The crewmember must perform a corona check 48 hours prior to the flight, including    

 receipt pre-flight test results. The isolation and testing will only take place in countries  

 Belong to OECD And / or to the European Community. 

 

3. 5 days before flight to Israel  

The company must sent to gold Line Shipping the agent, at least 5 days before flight, list of crew 

members and the following four forms for each person / crew  member which will forward by 

GLS for approval by the relevant authorities  : Ministry of Transportation ,  Population and 

Immigration Authority and Ministry of Health  

A. Form "Obligation obtaining an individual entry permit to the State of Israel" (attached is 

Health Office Form). 

B. Personal Health Declaration (attached is the form ) 

C. Official confirmation of 14 days of pre-flight isolation. 

D. Certification of corona examination by a recognized clinic. 

 

4. After receiving the approval from the authorities, we as agent will send to the company 

abroad entry permit certificate that will be used by the crew member to approve his flight 

to Israel and for the border inspection (Immigration control) at the entrance to Israel. 

 

5. Upon crewmember arrival at the Ben Gurion Airport , the driver will meet crew           
member  with protected equipment and will provide him immediately new gloves and a 
mask. 

 

6.   The Taxi will transported a number of crew (in accordance with the Ministry of  

       Health's instructions regarding a standard taxi or Large Convection Vehicle), the same bout    

       The Behavior and Seating distances inside the vehicle. 

 

7.  Crew documents (passports, etc.) will be handed over to the driver before departure from                                  
airport . 

8.    Taxi driver must departure from airport directly to port without stopping in the way     

including no hotels. 

 

  9.    After entering the port, the driver will stop at the Immigration office and crew  



       Documents will be provided according to the border inspection procedure In order to     

release the crew.  

 

10.  After receiving the release documents for the crewmember, the driver will take him to the        

vessel and stop at the nearest possible distance to the vessel, handover to him the documents 

and allow him to board the vessel with the luggage       

11. Upon crewmember to the vessel, the vessel will enter a 14-day isolation regulations.   

until vessel received approval from the  Ministry of Health , no one from the staff is  allow to go 

ashore except those being replaced. 

 

Procedure for transporting foreign personnel / crewmembers 

from foreign vessels to Ben Gurion Airport-SIGN OFF 

Disembarkation of a person / crew from a vessel to the airport can be done in two ways  

A. The vessel is not under 14 days isolation regulations   

After the crewmember disembark, before entering the taxi, he must wear only masks and hand 

gloves that will provided by the driver for safety reason.  

The driver will take crewmember to the Population Authority offices according to border 

authority procedure 

Afterward, the driver will take the person from the port directly (without stops on the way) to 

the airport. 

  

B. The vessel under a 14-day isolation regulations   

1. After the crewmember disembark, before entering the taxi, he must wear only masks and 

hand gloves that will provided by the driver for safety reason. 

Crew identification documents will be provided prior to entering the vehicle to the driver.  

the driver will be protected with mask and gloves throughout his contact with crewmember  

2. The driver will enter alone to the Population and Immigration Authority's offices for the 

release process  

3. The driver will travel directly to the airport without stopping on the way including hotels. 

The passengers will be dropping off at the passenger’s gate, wearing masks and gloves and going 

directly to their airline check in flight. 

4. The number of passengers in the vehicle shall be in accordance with the Ministry of Health 

guidelines,  

Regular taxi- at most a driver + a passenger will be seated in the back seat away from the driver. 

Van- at most a driver + four passengers sitting at a distance from each other. 


